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Increasing awareness about the origins of the atherosclerosis in early life has renewed interest in determination of various lipid fractions in the pediatric age group. Atherosclerotic cardiovascular diseases are the major causes of morbidity and mortality in adult population of the industrialized societies. Several investigators believe that the atherosclerotic lesions may have its genesis in the childhood(1). Studies(2) have suggested that hypercholesterolemia can be diagnosed at birth by estimation of total cholesterol or low density lipoproteins (LDL) in umbilical cord blood.

Cord blood cholesterol estimation is logistically feasible because of the ease with which cord blood can be obtained at birth and its simple method of detection(3). The present study was undertaken to determine the normal values of umbilical cord blood cholesterol in the local population and its
correlation with gestational age, birth weight and sex of the baby was established.

**Material and Methods**

One hundred newborns delivered at Prince Bijay Memorial Hospital, Bikaner, were randomly selected over a period of one and a half years for this study. A thorough clinical examination of newborns was carried out. There was no family history of coronary artery disease, hypertension and diabetes mellitus. The gestational age was determined using the criteria laid down by Dubovitz *et al.* (4). Cord blood samples were collected from the placental end of the cord just after the delivery of the baby and cholesterol was estimated by the method of Zlatkis *et al.* (5). Serum cholesterol levels were analysed statistically by using Chi square ($\chi^2$) test.

**Results**

Of total 100 newborns, term and preterm were 78 and 22, respectively. Seventy seven babies weighed >2.5 kg and 23 were of <2.5 kg. Boys and girls were 56 and 44%, respectively.

The mean cord blood cholesterol ($\pm$1 SD) level was 90.4 ± 18.2 mg/dl with a range of 51.4-126 mg/dl. In term babies, the mean level was 96.2 ± 15.1 mg/dl as compared to 69.5 ± 10.9 mg/dl in preterm (p <0.001). The mean levels were 96.1 ± 15.0 and 66.8 ± 16.0 nig/dl in babies weighing >2.5 and <2.5 kg, respectively (p <0.001). Serum cholesterol values showed significant positive correlation with gestational age (Fig. 1) and birth weight (Fig. 2). The mean cord level of cholesterol in boys was 88.7 ± 19.1 and in girls was 91.1 ± 17.2 mg/dl (p >0.05).

**Discussion**

In pediatric practice, hyperlipidemia seldom presents as a clinical problem (6). Nevertheless, hyperlipidemia is probably not uncommon. Its early recognition may present or delay premature onset of ischemic heart disease and other form of atherosclerotic changes in many adults. It is indeed intriguing that children with hypercholesterolemia are remarkably sensitive to diet during infancy and later childhood (7). A complete lipid profile is not feasible as a screening test in many of the institutions and is also quite expensive. Kwitrovich *et al.* (8) found that by measuring the concentration of LDL, the diagnosis can be predicted reliably in newborns with affected parents. LDL cholesterol though more sensitive is only possible at highly specialized centres. Simple cholesterol estimation, therefore, is still retained as a preliminary screening test.

Regional variations and scanty data on cord blood cholesterol levels prompted us to
find the normal values in our local population. In this study, the serum cholesterol level in unselected 100 newborns was 90.4 ± 18.2 mg/dl. Similar findings have been reported by others(9-ll). However, Malhur et al.(12) reported higher values in 56 newborns, i.e., 105.3 ± 17.1 mg/dl. A positive correlation between cord blood cholesterol and gestational age was observed by earlier workers(12,13) while no such correlation was found by Haridas et al.(ll). In the present study, maturity of baby showed significant positive correlation with cord blood cholesterol levels (p <0.001).

A significant positive correlation was also found between cord blood cholesterol levels and birth weight, the same has been observed by Mathur et al.(12). Sex of the baby did not influence the cholesterol values as has been previously observed(10,12).

We recommend further evaluative studies to establish norms for various age groups. As prevention of undesirable consequences of hypercholesterolemia at an early age seems more logical, a follow up of this cohort for next 2-3 decades will be aimed.
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Ethnic differences play a significant role in the incidence, type, response to therapy and mortality rate of some malignant neoplasm. For example, the Chinese Americans revealed a significantly lower mortality in leukemia but a higher mortality rate in non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL) than for the Caucasian population (1). It is well known that acute lymphoblastic leukemia in black children is less responsive to therapy than in white. Keeping this in mind and also noticing a very high incidence of retinoblastomas and acute leukemias among children of different ethnic groups in the sub-Himalayan region of North Bengal, this study was conducted.

Material and Methods

The study was conducted retrospectively among children of less than twelve years of age, in the Department of Pathology of North Bengal Medical College, Darjeeling from January 1983 to June 1992. The catchment area of this Institute consists...